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New technology proves handy for police
License plate
readers assist in arrest
BY CHANDLER INIONS
CINIONS@LEBANONDEMOCRAT.COM

A newly-acquired piece of
surveillance technology recently helped the Lebanon Police
Depar tment make a sizable
ar rest that took dangerous
drugs and other paraphernalia
off the street.
L a s t We d n e s d a y, L e b a non’s Kentez Burford, 22, was
charged with possession with
intent for resale, possession of
drug paraphernalia and possession of a counterfeit controlled
substance.

of prescription drugs.”
Burford’s vehicle was
The repor t also statflagged by the city’s lated that Bur ford was in
est sur veillance equipment, a license-plate-recpossession of 30 blank
ognition (LPR) software
COVID vaccination
that identifies stolen
cards, 10 blank positive
vehicles and suspects as
test-result for ms and
they enter a city’s limits.
10 negative test-result
Kentez
The suspect in this case,
forms.
Burford
had their vehicle flagged
The software was a hotnear South Har tmann
ly-contested issue by resDrive.
idents and city officials before
Accor ding to the depar t- it was implemented. Mt. Juliet
ment’s public information offi- has had one in place since April
cer, Lt. P.J. Hardy, “Upon exe- of 2020 and routinely repor ts
cuting a traffic stop, (Burford) apprehensions that stem from
was arrested for additional nar- initial identifications by the LPR
cotics and possession charges, technology.
including possession of fentanyl,
cocaine and two different types
SEE HANDY/PAGE A4

Submitted

An early Lebanon Police Department bust, aided by the new
license-plate-recognition software that was just installed, yielded cash,
various controlled substances and even 30 fake COVID-19 vaccination
cards. The suspect’s vehicle was flagged and intercepted on South
Hartmann Drive.

Weekend fire destroys MJ home
Occupants
evacuate, structure
lost in blaze
BY CHANDLER INIONS
CINIONS@LEBANONDEMOCRAT.COM

A Mt. Juliet’s residence was
destroyed during a weekend
blaze that consumed the structure quickly and left little to be
salvaged.
Steve and Kelly Jo Dixon
were home on Saturday night
when a fire broke out in their
house at 355 Crosswinds Drive
in Mt. Juliet.
The Wilson County Emergency Management Agency’s
fire chief and deputy director, Jeremy Hobbes, confirmed that the call came in at
11:38 p.m.
Hobbes said that three fire
engines and a tanker tr uck
were on scene to aid the firefighters’ containment of the
inferno. A crew from Rehab 23
was also on site.
According to Hobbes, the
home was nearly 80% involved
by the time that crews were
able to arrive. While the cause
of the fire remains unknown at
this time, Hobbes said that the
initial caller who reported the
fire told dispatch that the fire
started downstairs.
It took several hours, but the
fire crews were able to eventually extinguish the flames, but
not before everything material
in the home was lost.
Hobbes said that the occupants were home at the time
and that thankfully they were
able to evacuate the premises

Ralston recently
conducted 1,500th
interview at
advocacy center
BY CHANDLER INIONS
CINIONS@LEBANONDEMOCRAT.COM

All Hands Fire Photos

The blaze at 355 Crosswinds Drive in Mt. Juliet destroyed Steven and Kelly Jo Dixon’s home during the
early hours of Sunday morning. The Dixons and their dogs were able to make it out of the home, but
everything inside was lost to the flames.
without any serious injuries.
A friend of the family, Brooke
Stafford, said that the only injuries were some minor scratches on Steve Dixon’s face.
The Dixons own Tidy Dog
Pet Supply and Salon in Donelson. Their passion for canines
has led them to adopt several
rescues. In total, they have six
dogs. While each dog made it
out of the home, as of Monday,
one German Shepherd named
Athena, had not yet been
recovered, although she had
been seen around the neighborhood.
A GoFundMe page set up on

behalf of the couple has a goal
of raising $10,000. As of the
Democrat deadline on Monday,
its total had reached $5,500.
Staf for d helped get the
GoFundMe page set up. She is
a long-time family friend of the
Dixons.
Staf ford’s parents, T rey
and Gena Sturges, are actually responsible for introducing
the Dixons. They’ve remained
close ever since, and after the
Dixons’ home was destroyed,
the Sturges family took them
n
in.
The online donation page
has a list of the items needed

by the family during this time.
It said, “They are in need of
immediate funds to ser ve the
purpose of: temporar y housing, deposit for long-ter m
housing, housewar es and
furnishings, animal food and
supplies, basic daily essentials (hygienic, toiletries, etc.),
clothing, jackets, shoes (all
were lost in fire) and food and
water.”
Donations can be made at
GoFundMe.com. The name of
the drive is “Fire Takes Families Home, Please Help,” and
was created by Staf ford and
Steven Dixon.

Omicron explosion spurs nationwide breakdown of services
BY JENNIFER SINCO
KELLEHER AND TERRY TANG
ASSOCIATED PRESS

Ambulances in Kansas speed
toward hospitals then suddenly
change direction, because hospitals are full.
Employee shor tages in
New York City cause delays
in trash and subway ser vices
and diminish the ranks of firefighters and emergency workers. Airport officials shut down
security checkpoints at the
biggest terminal in Phoenix,
and schools across the nation
struggle to find teachers for
their classrooms.
The cur rent explosion of
omicron-fueled coronavir us

Child
forensic
interviewer
marks
milestone

infections in the U.S. is causing
a breakdown in basic functions
and services — the latest illustration of how COVID-19 keeps
upending life more than two
years into the pandemic.
“This really does, I think,
remind ever yone of when
COVID-19 first appeared and
there were such major disruptions across every part of our
normal life,” said Tom Cotter,
director of emergency response
and preparedness at the global
health non-profit Project HOPE.
“And the unfor tunate reality
is, there’s no way of predicting
what will happen next until we
get our vaccination numbers —
globally — up.”
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First responders, hospitals, schools and government
agencies have employed an
all-hands-on-deck approach to
keep the public safe, but they
are worried how much longer
they can keep it up.
In Kansas’ Johnson County, paramedics are working
80 hours a week. Ambulances
have frequently been forced
to alter their course when the
hospitals they’re heading to tell
them they’re too overwhelmed
to help, confusing the patients’
already anxious family members driving behind them.
When the ambulances arrive at
hospitals, some of their emergency patients end up in wait-
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ing rooms because there are
no beds.
Dr. Steve Stites, chief medical officer for the University
of Kansas Hospital, said that
when the leader of a rural hospital had no place to send its
dialysis patients this week, the
hospital’s staff consulted a textbook and “tried to put in some
catheters and figure out how
to do it.”
Medical facilities have been
hit by a “double whammy,” he
said. The number of COVID19 patients at the University of
Kansas Hospital rose from 40
on Dec. 1 to 139 on Friday. At
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The forensic inter viewer at
the 15th Judicial District Child
Advocacy Center (CAC) recently conducted
her 1,500th case
inter views after
five years in
her role ... and
despite that elev a t e d n u m b e r,
she said that the
work is just getCece Ralston
ting started.
Cece Ralston
inter views children, boys and
girls ages 3- 17, in situations
where allegations of abuse have
been made. She explained that
instances of abuse could be “sexual, severe physical abuse, or
other kinds of things we talk
with kids about, like neglect.”
“My purpose is to gather inforn mation from that child about
something that has happened,
whether it happened to them, a
sibling or another child that they
know,” Ralston said.
Ralston has a psychology
degree from Rhodes College in
Memphis. She was also trained
in the art of inter viewing children at the National Child Advocacy Center in Huntsville, Alabama.
She’s learned the best steps to
take while interviewing children.
“I ask them to tell me about
themselves and to tell me about
a recent event that was a happy
or positive event,” said Ralston.
“We call that narrative practice.
Because what I want them to
start doing is telling me about
an event with sequence and
detail.
“By having the child tell the
story, they get into that pattern
of how you tell someone about
something that has happened.”
SEE MILESTONE/PAGE A4

